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Assael 1937). Recently, s; " -Ynificant progress has been made 
:m r5(-j**pl &i. -- U-Ang the la-721 cf -2ccertaizty h.. .-J --..*-" --.g Sot?, t:2 4 . ..-"^..J - 

descrl?tizn of t52 InvclV2~2~f 331";c2pt an:! 5;r ;1r-,v:",i~3 ;ZW 

-pthods of reas-LreTent _.. - (Laur2nt 5r Kapf2r2r 1954; --ui; 'QOE; 
1996). Pot2ntially, this new approach to i.nvclveTent could! 

are'=: 22 a pcwerfu' 4 ; * iLar;r,cs tic t201 t- - .i 3ssist I 2 cr. ia.2 
-a-k.atcer's _....& understandicg of t1;2 ccnsuzer - product 
rslxtiznshia. 

mr. * - .- iS ;33P2Z sets OUt to e:ta;nlr,e the ut-14 l . . 
- -1 of t h 2 

involvement concept as 3 ,T. ediator Ln behaviours: research 
and, in tl=2 light of Laurent & Kapfer2r's -=PFP* - ---_.- 
work, identifies f*lture research directiD=cs . 

The Notion of Involvement: It's Origins Development and 
Definition. 

The involvement concept was first :-iscussed in SOCicil 

psychology (Sherif 3r.d Cantril 1947) and suSs2quentlg 
introduced into tY2 cozsuz2r behaviour fi21=! 5y I(ru:gzm, In 
5is seminal work during 1965. In it's broadest sense, the 
term ' :S used in t?.e consumer behaviour f%2lZ to describe 
both __._ &ha lev2l of iqortance attached t3 surzhsse 2vel?ts 
(Ecvar:! I Shet?, 1969) a~~~ t?-e sxter?t tc vhic?, in ck,j2ct, 



idea or purchase is tied to the central value system of the 

individual (Ostrom & Brock 1968). Since these early works, 

the notion has been developed and researched in many 

differing fields with the result that definition and 

redefinition has tended to form the corner-stone in many 

instances. This problem of definition has been well 

highlighted in the literature (see Lastovicka and Gardener 

(1979) ; Muncy and Hunt (1984) Assael (1957) ) as, indeed, 

has the task of involvement measurement (Zaichkowsky (1985); 

Kapferer & Laurent 1984;). Whilst it is not our purpose in 

this paper to re-open the definition argument, some 

reference to the issues may be useful. Our review of the 

literature suggests that a single definition is no longer a 

realistic objective (an argument supported by Muncy and 

Hunt (1984); Kapferer & Laurent 1985). In fact, Muncy and 

Hunt, identify five definitions of involvement that have 

been used in empirical research and which seem indigenous to 

buying behaviour theory. However, confusion still arises 

because of the overlap * in these definitions and the 

difficulty of defining the relevant dimensions of prodUct 

involvement and how they interact (Traylor 1981). This is 

illustrated in figure 1 which shows the implied interactions 

that emerge as a result of Muncy & Hunt's definitions. It is 

worth noting that much involvement research uses ECJO- 



Figure 1. Interaction of Involvement Definitions 
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Involveaent as the basis fzr 32finition, which, it is argued 

underlies (and often pr2cedzs) the oth2r d2f initizns. 

Yowever to r2gar.d this particular definition as a c3iv2rsa1 -, 

all-exbracicg z;nze;;t (viz Zaichkcwsky 1335) :;;ul:! 52 

misleading b2cause of the undcubted influence which n 3 n -2.72 

rel3t2.d risk impacts on th2 3thsr 32finitlons. 

Kapf2rer mc! Laurent challenge not or.ly the definition sf 

j ". --I Jo1-"-2T.2.-,t but also the dizensionality of the constrtlzt. 

They argue that if involvement is regarded as a 

ucidiaensional construct (Zaichkowsky 19351, Tark2t2er's 

will only gain a narrow insight into associated zznsur"2r 

52!l37i3ur. Instead I they posit the idea of an "Involve~,2ht 

Profile" which ' iS a rr,ore holistic desmv; -4.4 m,,. GA. A.& -A.-* of 

involv2zent because it is ixultidizensional. The a*u%hors 

id2ntify five antecedent facets of involvenent (shorn in 

table 1) derived fro: both the literature and interviews 

with advertising and marketing managers. In most of their 

2xp2rizental survey worlc, Kapferer & Laur2nt are aiSle t0 

show discrizinant and trait validity for each of t52 fl.J2 

ant2cedent facets and are, thus, aSI2 to zc;=firz th2 

proposed dizensionality of the involvement construct. T!iis 

incclvzT2nt profil2 syst2m has been us2d by th2 r2s2archers 

as the basis for defining classes of involvement !193S) 



which, we believe, provide s ignificant opportunities f 

future empirical researc?,. 

Table 1. The Antecedent Facets of Involvement 

1. Interest 
Centrality, 2go-importance of the product class 

2. Pleasure 
Hedonic or rewarding value of the product class 

3. Sign 
?2rceived sign value of the product class 

4. Risk Importance 
Perceived i,mportance of the negative consequent 
of a mispurchase 

5. Risk Probability 
Subjective probability of making a mispurchase 

(After Kapferer and Laurent (198 

Another factor which may also have a significant impact 

the value of involvement theory will be in establishi 

the position, or the pivotal point, at which behavi 4 
b2cories characteristic of either high or low involvemen 

The Hupfer & Gardner study (1971) was able to demonstra 

that almost all consumer non-durables can be r2gard2d as 1 

involvement. However, it has also been implied in ctk 

studies that some consumer non-durables exhibit hi 

involvement charact2ristics. The reason for this apparc 

discrepancy i.S most certainly connected with problem 



definition and, more specifically, with researchers 
conf-using 2570 i n v 0 1 7 enent, commitment ar,d product 
importance. The multidimensional view of involvem2nt 

proposed by Kapferer and Laurent helps ~01.~2 th2s2 problems 

in two ways. Firstly, by removing th2 need for a high / 

LOW classification and, seccndly, by linking specific 

antecedent facets of involvement with specific behavioural 

charactcrlstics. 

Involvement as a Mediating Conduit. 

The Dependent Variables of Involvement. 

The involvement concept is a causal or motivating variable 

which is considered to have a cons2quential influence upon 

consumer purchasing and communication behaviour. There are 

four main areas of this causal relationship that have b223 

investigated in detail. These are the effect of involvement 

on the consumer decision making process (and hence the 

predictive. ability of attitude models), the level of 

information search, the size of an evoked s2t and brand 

loyalty. Logically, the ultimate aim in developing the 

involvement concept must be to provide a diagnostic mod21 

from which appropriate marketing and advertising strategies 

can 52 determined (s2e page 1). 



In this section of the paper, 32 r2vi2w the progress t 

has been made in zstablishing th2 validity of th2 assu 

relationships between involvement and behaviou 

characteristics. tIcwev2r, 3 majcr arsblem t53t ?.as z0rr.e 

lig Ai I-+ during the review process iS th2 phenomena 

'circular mis-usage' (first highlighted by r(apf2r2r 

Laurent). That is, the propensity of researchers 

operationally define involvement by it's proposed 2ff2 

(th2 amount of consumers information search is a corn 

measure). Thus, a type of involvement relativity has aris 

measure and effect become the same variable, leaving 

reliable basis for measurement. Despite this limitation, 

believe that much can be learned from this involverr 

research in delineating new ar2as for empirical study wh 

not only overcome the circular mis-usage problem but wh 

can also be validated. 

Involvement, Cognitive Structures and Attitude Modelli 

The Empirical Foundations. 

Involvement is widely cited in the marketing literature a 

mediator of consumer decision making. For instance Ens 

Blackwell & Miniard (1986) suggest that involvement is 

pivotal concept that m2diates between between limi 
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problem solving (for low involvement) and extended prcblem 

solving (in high involvem2nt situations). Assael (1957) 

invokes t!le notion of consum2r involvement as a key 

discriminator of consumer b2haviour throughout m*.~ch Of his 

book. An 2xamale of this ar2 his four classifications of 

c5;‘.smer behaviour based upon levels of ;w"-l..--~nt -A*" v- 'd LT...- frl n 2 

brand sensitivity (P- 90). A unique consumer . . 
22CiSiOil 

process is suggestzd for each of these 

four classes. In a similar vein, t, e 5 proposition of 

hi2rarchical structures for decision making (Sased zgon an 

involvement continuum) have been derived from Ray's work 

(1973). Th2 familiar Cognitive - Conative - Affective 

Structure for low involvement purchasing and the Cognitive - 

Aff2ctive - Conative structure for high involv2m2nt products 

are loosely based upon his empirical findings. As a result 

of this seminal work it is now a widely held view that 

attitude formation occurs post-purchase for LO-W involvement 

and pre- purchase for high involvement (viz Assael 1937). 

However, Ray's initial work on these structures has now been 

questioned by De Sruicker (1979) because his original 

analysis is vulnerable to the criticism about using aooled 

information to imply information proc2ssing styles of %hs 

individual. In fact, 3e Bruicker argues the data can cnly b2 

considered as t2ntative evidence that individuals actually 



do process information according to the tenets of 1 SW 

involvement theory. Further analysis of Ray's ideas and the 

suggest2 d dissonance-attribution hierarchy has been 

undertaken by Lastovicka and Sardener (1978). This ;;iece of 

work exazcnes cognitive structures amongst ;;urshasers of 

compact cars; the consumer group b2ing split according tc 

their level of involvement with the product. The r29sc--2 of ., 

involvey2nt . . . - us2d her2 was based on the scaling ;rOC22'ir2 

developed by Sherif et al C1957); (1965). The tJork was abl2 

4. LO show a tentative correlation between the in-J3lveT2nt 

index and the level of decision process complexity but was 

unable to demonstrate validity of the cognitive struct,-Lres 

proposed ' i n their hypotheses. However, this does not 

nec2ssarily suggest that th2oretically-derived d2cis::on 

making structures are erroneous: Ehrenberg (19SS) and Zast 

(1990) both point out the inherent difficultiss in 552 

verification of behaviour models because of the overla;: 1 ? . 

concepts and the paucity of agreed methods for Feasur222rt. 

Moschios and Korgaonkar (1952) have had more success In 

illustrating a relationship between involvement and c- ,3SL 

purchase product.evaluation. Using dissonance theory as a 

res2arch framework, they hypothesise that for high 

involvement products there is a positive r2latiCnshi.p 



between expectations and ;erforr.ance evaluations; 

conversely, for lcw involvement products a n2gativ2 

relat,,.. y appli2s. + -rshi- Their work confirms that the 12v21 of 

involvement acts as a mcderating variable. 

Involvement and Reasoned Action Theory 

A further area for disc ussion within this general ar2a of 

decision processing - the iS extent to which consu22r 

involvement affects the predictive ability of the Extended 

Fishbein node1 (derived from the Theory of Reasoned Action). 

Compared with other decision soCels, the Extended Fishbein 

Model provides a theoretical structura which is mor2 easy 

to test empirically. Consequently, the model has been th2 

subj2ct of much empirical research in a number of different 

I;roduct areas (see Ajzen h Fishbein :19so); Sheppard, 

Sartwic!r & Warhaw (1933) 1. Since reasoned action theory 

Issuzes attitude formation pre-purchase, it is at variance 

with the low involv2ment hierarchy models. However, many 

researchers have applied reasoned action theory to I. 3w 

involvement purchases with some 12~21 cf su~c2ss (29. X--l? j u-1. 

5r Fishbein 1980; Miniard, Obermiller 5 Par;2 1982). Ir, a 

theor2tical sense reason2d actisn theory do2s not apa2ar t ,3 

provid2 an appropriate paradigm for low involvement 

--3rcL tiL .,asing behaviour. However, research to test 5ki.s 



assuzstion is relatively scarce. One ;=iece of work that 

attempts t0 explore the validity of th2 ye321 52 t55s 

situation is th2 Beatty and !?ah;le study :1033\ I . In 4-b. i . L I s 

r2search, the authors t2s t the relationship between braz< 

cozmitaent in the soft drinks market with b t .2 predictive 

ability of 50th the low involvezezt hierarchy -cd21 XI:! ths 

Extended Fishbein Xod21. Since th2 r2sults of th2 study ::2r2 

largely inccnclusive,the rslationship still rezalr,s unclear. 

Considering the low involvement nature of C-h2 product (3 

soft drink) it is ;;erhaps not surprising th3t kabitual 

purchasing (rather than attitude formation;) was found to 

charact2ristise tk2 respondent's behaviour. 7'52 results Tay 

have been more illuminating had a zultidi:ensional I;rsfile 

<of involvement been used (rather than th2 surrogat2 of br-ar,d 

COXTl * tY2nt) and the models tested across a n-zber of 

different product fields. 

Involvement and Brand Loyalty 

I ;: considering the relatiocship betw22n brand loyalty 2nd 

consuser involvement, one again encounters fhz =robler; ,of 

defiaition. The notion that 2go involvement leads tlo 

ccziitz:ent and brand loyalty is a belief ?,eld by many 

r2searchers (Petty, Cacior;po SC Schumann 1983; Assa21 1927). 



Also st2mming from this b2lief is the idea that there is a 

direct relationship b2tx22n lcw involvem2nt and lo-. brand 

?oya?t*y. Whilst 2go involv2nent is usually a pr2r2quisit2 of 

coami tzent, we WCUld argue that brand loyalty, brand 

commitment and ego involvement can generally b2 regard2d .:s 

discr2te phenomena. FOL' instance, repeat purchas2 behaviour 

can exist ind2pend2ntly of either ego -in*JOlVZ?Znt Sr 

co~Xnltm2nt I LZlS tSe result of habit!. Traylor (l?ZI) sbserves 

that brand commitment may b2 an indicator of brand Isyalty 

but not vice versa. If one accepts th2 premise that th2re is 

a direct link between commitmnent and loyalty, then 

Traylor's work is able to shed som2 1 ight OII fS2 

involvement-loyalty relationship through th2 surrogat2 z:f 

commitment. The results showed no dir2ce c r2lationship 

b2tween product involvement and commitment. Tr-3. Gylor 

concludes; "that for some individuals prcduct involvement 

and brand commitment seem coaplet2ly unrelated". 

Park Assael and Chaiy (1987) highlight a further dim2nsion 

of the involvement-commitm2nt relationship through their 

work on product trialabilty. They cbserved a desir2 by tS2 

involved consumer for firsthand 2xperience of th2 brand 

Sezause of the subjective -lali%.ty it irtposed. In this -wor!c 

they test whether product trial z:ediatsd In ts2 

relationship between a Sigh level of consum2r I T, '7 0 1 -7 2 T 2 ? t 



and the behavioural characteristics of purchase. They were 

able to confirm that this was the ca32. In addition, they 

discovered that the number of favcured brands was highest 

when respondents were highly involved wit?, produzts amenabl2 

t 3 trial. This finding is at variance with th2 notion that 

Sigh involvement is related to high ucibrand loyalty. 

In an extensive study, Kapferer and Laur2nt (1934) att2mpt 

to relate th2ir systzm of involves2nt profil2s (322 table 1) 

to purchasing charact2ristics. Vsing survey data gathered 

fro.7 $90 respccdents across 20 product fields thzy four,d a 

I;ositive relationship between interest in a product and 

repeat purchase. However, a negative relaticnship was found 

to exist between the pleasure-value facet and __ r=;2at 

purchase. Other facets of t?_rir involve-2nt profile, su=S as 

sign, did not consistently aff2ct r2;=2at purchase behaviour. 

Alt!'iougl; this work giv2s considerable credence to tkz Yeli2f 

that there is a relationship between involv2zent and brand 

loyalty, it should be noted that a self-report apprcach was 

adopted to assess the extent of r2peat p-dr CSZS iZ3. The 

authors acknowledge that survey data of this kind is not C-h2 

most reliable method of repeat purchase data collecticn. 

Pan21 data would have provided a more accurate measur2 sinz2 

:e .L- facilitates a sequential recording cf the act-da1 

purchases mad2. 



Consumer Involvement and Marketing Strategy. 

Given the rather confused vi2w of incolv2ment that emerges 

fro;;, the literat-ure, it is 22r!13ps sur;;risin;- tz fin? th3t 

strat2gi2s based on involvfment ar2 w i d 2 1 y pr2sent2d :. '-I 

marketing t2xts. For exa--7-l G . ..c d b , Assa21 (1997) offers 

strcltegies d2slgned to kestsw low invclvement products with 

higS involv2ment status (pp.lC3 - IO?!. Sinca tS2re Ls nc% 
. . i 2 c, a wide consensus on how to z2asur2 involv2m.2nt (or to 

t2st th2 validity of such a r2asur2), it 2023 s22-7 4.. r3th2r 

P- r2mature to be suggesting strategies based on theoretical 

abstracticns. In recognition of this problem, Kapfer2r and 

Laurent (1935) have used cluster analysis t.z id2ntify t2n 

zat2gor123 !or segments) based on t, 2 '1 involvem2nt 

characteristics of 300 respondents (using their icsols2z2nt 

profile approach). This enpirical x-or!< is of cznsid2r3b12 

importance because of the more holistic n.aturo of tkl2 

involvement measure provided by their cots-z.21: profiles. 

However, further work is needed before the proposed segm2nts 

become valuable for strategy development because of tb.2 need 

to extend their research to different countries and across a 

*aider product range. 



Conclusion 

Involv2ment has ~07.2 to 52 regarded ,as an ir..aortant concept 

wits marketing theorists sin:2 it provides a concept-3al 

fra-2wcr!r . . . to articulate the consumer-product ___ --a' 3ti,.,,.;, -F-b; - tie 

However, sttempts at 2mpiri:al verification cf th2 conc2;)t 

33s a zec?iztor in t52 ;;urchase decision have b22n lim:,it2d. 

FO'ir oth2r criticisms can also be levelled at the literatur2 

i* 'r th=is ar2a. Firstly, the area of low involv2msnt purchase 

behaviour has been largely ignored by researchers because of 

th2 ass*m.eCt unpr22ictability of low involv2ment behaviour 

(Assael 1987). Secondly, arguments about definitions sezm to 

have prcduc2d rxtually exclusive rather than complimentary 

r2search. Thirdly, problems in measurement techniques have 

reduc2d . t?e valu2 of much of the empirical res2arch to 3 

rather qualitative level. Finally, given th2 rather confus2d 

-J i 2 w 0 f involvement that emerges fro3 the lit2ratur2, w2 ar2 

sf ts2 belief that marketing strategies based on th2 level 

of consum2r involvement may be premature. 

There is sufficient qualitative evidence in the literature 

to show the existence of links betw22n izl7olcez2nt and 

selected behavioural characteristics (see figur;, 2) f 

Xo.:J2v2r, what is now urg2ntl-i requir2d iS quantitativ2 

research to pave the way tcward an int2grated involv2xent 



Figure 2. Involvement and Marketing Strategy 
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theory. The way forwar:! now seezs clearer since Raaferer a,?3 

Laurent have pravided 5-,oth 39 sqirlcal d=fi;liti~r: azi 3 

quanti -i * t-t: -72 measure of invclveyect whic,L has keen derived 
F-q..? LA. "1.1 zrtsnsive er;.pirical research. Since the ~.eas-~rs~.si2t of 

brar,? loyalty has now been fixnly establishad by Shrznberg 

(Isl$S! 2nd rxltiattribcta .zodelling teckniques kave 

been refined thrmgh err,piriCZil research, it se Zn;S an 

appropriate j:xiction to attempt to corrbine these separate 

aspects of behavioural research in an intagrateZ stxdy of 

involvement 2nd its dependent variables. zn order to 

track both attitudinal and purchasing data, we would arTpose 

using a long itudinal research design based xgon a ccI=s-z2r 

panel with reasurezents mad2 across a n-xber of different 

product fields. 
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